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Abstract. Evaluating the results of a digital preservation action, be it
migration or emulation, is a complex task. The usual approach for migration is to evaluate object properties after the migration. For emulation
strategies the result of the rendering of the object is evaluated. In this
paper we argue that the change of object properties when migrating is
not suﬃcient evidence if a digital preservation action is successful or not.
Even for migration the rendering process of the digital object is crucial,
and as such evaluating object properties is not enough. The diﬀerence
in evaluation between emulation and migration as a strategy for digital
preservation becomes blurred as migration results have to be compared
based on the rendering of the target format and the environment used
to render the migrated digital object. Evaluation of object properties
when migrating will only validate a necessary condition for preserving
signiﬁcant properties, i.e. whether the information underlying a speciﬁc
property is still present in an object after migration. It cannot guarantee
that the rendering based upon the migrated object will exhibit a speciﬁc
signiﬁcant property. In this paper we show the view-path of digital objects and explain how emulation and migration actions aﬀect it. We then
compare the changes that occur in the view-path and show that these
are at least as severe when migrating a digital object as when emulating
its rendering environment.

1

Introduction

Emulation and migration as the main strategies in digital preservation are usually treated as entirely diﬀerent strategies. While for evaluating the success of
a migration action the object properties are compared to check if signiﬁcant
properties of the object change, the rendering environments of the digital object
(i.e., the environment the object was originally rendered in and the environment
it will be rendered in after the migration) are quite frequently not taken into
account. With emulation, on the other hand, the digital object does not change,
so only the rendering of the digital object in the original environment and the
rendering in the emulated environment are compared to see if the rendering is
identical.
What is usually not considered in the evaluation of a migration action is
that every extraction of signiﬁcant properties of an object is already a form of
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rendering i.e. interpretation of this object. Even though not necessarily directly
visible to the user, the object is rendered by the routines used to extract the
properties. The problem with this approach is that the program ”rendering” the
object is neither necessarily the program originally used to render it nor the one
that will be used to render it and thus the results are not necessarily authentic
to the original rendering once the object is rendered in a diﬀerent environment.
(Note that ”rendering” in this context is not restricted to the visual display of
an object. It refers to all kind of interpretations of an object and the resulting
eﬀect on an environment, be it visual, acoustic or eﬀects on a system state, ﬁles
stored on media, or communication/voltage levels on I/O ports, etc.)
In this paper we will show how migration and emulation strategies aﬀect the
view-path of a digital object on diﬀerent levels. By applying a digital preservation
action the view-path is changed, both for emulation and migration actions. The
rendering using the new view-path has to be compared to the object rendered
in the original view-path to evaluate changes of signiﬁcant properties of the
object when rendered in the new view-path. While this is common knowledge
when evaluating emulators this paper will emphasize the similarities in rendering
of a migrated object and the changes in the view-path. Both the evaluation
of a migration action and an emulation action should thus always include the
combination between object and rendering environment.
This paper is structured as follows. First, we provide an overview of work
relevant for this paper. In Section 3 we examine the generic view-path of rendering any digital object and describe diﬀerent layers that appear in the view-path
and on what levels emulation can take place. Next, we show how the view-path
changes with emulation on the diﬀerent levels in Section 4. In Section 5 we then
explain how the view-path changes when migrating a digital object. Next, we
compare the resulting view-paths after migration and emulation and argue why
there should be no diﬀerence in evaluation between migration and emulation.
Finally, in Section 7 we present our conclusions and give an outlook to future
work.

2

Related Work

Rothenberg argues, that „Digital Informational Entities are Executable Programs” [7], i.e. that every digital object is a program that has to be interpreted
by a process that knows how to perform the commands in the formal language
(the format) the program is written in. This can be as simple as interpreting
a string of ASCII character codes to make it human readable. Most of these
interpreters are software, but on the lowest level the machine-code is interpreted
by hardware (i.e., the CPU of a system).
This stack of interpreters used to decode a digital object is called the view-path.
Van Diessen describes it as „a full set of functionality for rendering the information
contained in a digital object” [10]. The view-path contains the hardware and all
the secondary digital objects needed to render an object along with their conﬁguration. It is possible to use diﬀerent view-paths to display the same object (e.g.,
diﬀerent viewer applications that can render the same digital object).
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For digital preservation purposes it is necessary to compare the eﬀects of different preservation actions on the signiﬁcant properties of digital objects. When
migrating a digital object to a diﬀerent format, characteristics of the object are
usually extracted from both ﬁle representations and compared. Becker et. al. show
a preservation planning workﬂow that allows for repeatable evaluation of preservation alternatives [1]. This workﬂow is implemented in the preservation planning
tool Plato [2]. Part of preservation planning is to automatically characterize migrated objects using tools like Droid to identify ﬁles [4]. Migration results can be
validated automatically supported by the eXtensible Characterisation Languages
(XCL) [3]. The original and migrated objects are hierarchically decomposed and
represented in XML. These representations can be compared to measure the effects of the migration on the digital object on properties extracted from the object.
Thaller suggests to separate the information contained within a ﬁle from the
rendering of the information [9]. Information stored in the ﬁle can, for example,
be the coordinates of text which leads to the rendering displaying the text on
a speciﬁc point on the screen. This is described as the look & feel aspect of an
object. Case studies of interactive objects comparing the rendering outcomes
of diﬀerent rendering environments using the aforementioned characterization
language XCL on the level of screenshots of renderings have been carried out [6].
We previously introduced a conceptual framework on how to evaluate rendering environments [5]. While the paper mainly concentrates on emulation, the
presented concepts can be applied to all kind of rendering environments. This
paper will further strengthen the argumentation that the evaluation of rendering
environments is necessary both for migration and for emulation.

3

View-Path and Levels of Emulation

The view-path is the stack of objects needed to render a digital object. Even
in the simple case of rendering a static document at least an application, the
operating system and the hardware needed to run the operating system will be
present in the view-path. An example would be a PDF-A 1.1 document rendered
using Adobe Acrobat Reader 10.1.3 on a Microsoft Windows 7 operating system
updated to a certain date/service pack and a speciﬁc set of fonts installed and
speciﬁc language settings on an x86-compatible workstation PC hardware with
a speciﬁc graphics card, sound chip etc. A generalized version of this simple
view-path can be seen in Figure 1a.
Depending on the digital object some of the layers in the view-path can be
missing or additional layers can be present. A computer game would usually run
directly on the operating system (or on more ancient systems directly on the
hardware), while an application written in Java will additionally have a speciﬁc
Java Virtual Machine in its view-path.
While emulation in digital preservation is frequently seen as recreating the
hardware of the system the digital object was initially rendered on and using
the original software (both the operating system as well as the application) to
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Fig. 1. Generic view-path for rendering a digital object (a), layers of emulated environments for digital objects (b)

display it, emulation can be done on diﬀerent levels. Figure 1b shows the diﬀerent
layers in a system on which emulation can take place.
The term Emulation in general refers to the capability of a device or software
to replicate the behavior of a diﬀerent device or software. It is possible to use
hardware to emulate hardware or to use software to emulate software or the
hardware. Even a diﬀerent viewer used for rendering a document emulates the
functionality of the original viewer.
In this paper we concentrate on the layers inside a computer system, and differentiate between the following diﬀerent layers on which functionality originally
provided can be emulated by diﬀerent rendering engines.
Application. As described in Figure 1a, an application is usually used to render a digital object (if the digital object to be preserved is not itself an
application (e.g., computer games, digital art, self-running documents). By
replacing the application used to render a digital object the functionality of
the original application is emulated.
Operating System. On a modern computer system usually an operating system between the application and the hardware (virtual or real) provides
functionality used by the application (e.g., access to display devices, input
devices). The operating system, in turn, heavily depends on the computer
architecture it is running on and the application heavily depends on the
operating system. By providing a middle-ware that acts like the original operating system any operating system calls in the application can be caught
by the middle-ware and translated for the new environment, thus emulating the functionality of the original operating system. An example for this
would be Wine1 that allows the execution of programs running on Microsoft
Windows operating systems to be executed in a Linux environment.
Computer Architecture. As the functionality of hardware is usually better
documented than software the most common level of emulation is recreating the computer architecture. Computer architecture can either be real
hardware (an actual physically existing system) or a system only existing virtually, a virtual machine like e.g., the Java VM. While virtual machines are
software that is usually running on top of the operating system and ported
1

Wine - http://www.winehq.org/
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into a diﬀerent environment, physical hardware can be emulated using one
of the following approaches:
Full Hardware Emulation. The most common use of emulation is the
recreation of hardware components in software on a new host-system.
The „Emulator” in this case is, as deﬁned in [8], a program that runs
on one computer virtually recreating a diﬀerent computer’s hardware. It
provides a layer between the host system and the originally used software, replacing the functionality of the original physical hardware used
to execute this software. The whole system is rebuilt in software and the
original digital artifact is executed using the original software in this simulated hardware environment. Examples are emulators for proprietary
hardware such as video game console systems on a PC or emulators for
PC hardware on virtual machines (e.g., Dioscuri2 ).
Virtualization. An approach to create a virtual environment by using either some or all of the hardware of the host system directly is called
virtualization. Code is directly executed on the physical CPU instead
of being emulated. In reality the approach is usually a mix between
hardware emulation and virtualization as all virtualization solutions emulate certain low-level instructions instead of running them directly on
the real CPU. Using the virtualization approach, software which is potentially able to run on the host system’s hardware is run in a virtual
machine hosted by the current operating system environment. Examples
for virtualization software are VirtualBox3 and QEMU4 . One use of virtualization is to have a host system running one operating system and
create a virtualized environment running a diﬀerent operating system.
Another one is to run diﬀerent virtualized computer systems on the same
physical hardware in parallel. The long term use for digital preservation
is obviously limited, as virtualization only works if the physical system
uses a CPU that is compatible to the target system. As soon as the
hardware becomes obsolete, computer architecture emulation has to be
done using hardware emulation.

4

Changing the View-Path Using Emulation

Using emulation as a digital preservation strategy, we keep the object unchanged.
This means we can replace three of the layers in the original view-path shown
in Figure 1a. Based on the diﬀerent levels of emulation, we have the following
possible resulting view-pathes:
Application. The most simple level on which we can change the rendering
is by replacing the application as seen in Figure 2b. An example for this
would be to use FreePDF instead of Adobe Acrobat Reader to render a PDF
2
3
4

Dioscuri - http://dioscuri.sourceforge.net/
VirtualBox - https://www.virtualbox.org/
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Fig. 2. Changing the view-path by emulating the application. Full boxes show the emulated layer that changes, dashed boxes additional layer(s) that need to be introduced.
Shown are the original view-path (a) and view-paths emulating the application (b),
the operating system (c), and the computer architecture (d).

document. While not a long term strategy (as the hardware and operating
system stay the same), this could be the case if an application gets obsolete
and needs to be replaced by a diﬀerent one.
Operating System. The operating system is usually very closely tied to the
underlying hardware. If we keep the original application in place in the viewpath and use a translation layer emulating the originally used operating
system, we get an extra layer in the view-path as shown in Figure 2c. As
with the strategy of emulating on the application level, this is not a long
term strategy, as the application would still need to be run on the same
hardware. This strategy would be used if the operating system gets obsolete
and needs to be replaced by a diﬀerent one, still running on a compatible
physical hardware.
Hardware. Finally we can replace the actual physical hardware by an emulator
replacing its functionality. The original application and the operating system
used to run the application stay unchanged. Introducing an emulator for the
hardware means that usually two additional layers are introduced into the
view-path as shown in Figure 2d: the emulator of the original hardware and
the operating system on which the emulator runs. If the emulator is based on
a virtual machine (e.g., Java VM), we get another additional layer. As in this
approach the physical hardware is replaced by software that can be ported
to new machines (the emulator), this is obviously also the most promising
approach for a digital preservation strategy.

5

Changing the View-Path Using Migration

If we use migration as a digital preservation strategy, the digital object is changed.
Based on the view-path shown in Figure 1a we get the following new possible
view-path options.
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Fig. 3. Changing the view-path by migrating the digital object. Boxes around the
layers highlight the layers that change. Shown are the original view-path (a) and the
changed view-path when the object is migrated (b), when a diﬀerent application is used
to render it (c), when a diﬀerent operating system has to be used for the application
(d), and when the computer architecture changes (e).

Digital Object. If only the digital object is changed, but the same application
is used to render the digital object as shown in Figure 3b, the remainder
of the view-path remains unchanged. An example would be to convert an
image in format BMP to PNG and use the same tool to view the image.
The use as a strategy is limited as the motivation for a digital preservation
is usually that the application used to render the digital object would get
obsolete, and not just the format of the digital object.
Application. In addition to changing the digital object we may also need to
change the application that is used to render the object. An example would
be to migrate all documents from Microsoft Word DOC-format to PDF-A
and using Adobe Acrobat Reader instead of Microsoft Word to render the
objects. On this level the operating system and the hardware would still
be unchanged as shown in Figure 3c. (Note that, strictly speaking, a new
version of an application basically constitutes a new application that needs
to be veriﬁed as such.)
Operating System. The operating system has to be replaced by a diﬀerent one
once it gets obsolete as shown in Figure 3d. Using a new operating system means
usually to replace the applications (at least with new versions) as well. While
it might still be possible to run it on the same hardware, this already changes
3 layers in the view-path. An example would be to migrate the object from
Microsoft Word 95 format to Microsoft Word 2007 format, and at the same
time change the application Microsoft Word 95 to Microsoft Word 2007 and
the operating system from Microsoft Windows 95 to Microsoft Windows 7.
Hardware. As hardware gets obsolete as well, we ﬁnally will have to replace the
actual physical hardware by a diﬀerent one. The upgrade in hardware usually
involves an upgrade in the operating system with all the before mentioned
steps. As can be seen in Figure 3(e) this involves potentially to exchange all
the layers in the view-path. Note, that we may ﬁnd a situation where we
replace (part of) the underlying hardware, but are still able to use, at least
nominally, the same operating system. Yet, this usually needs to be treated
like a complete replacement of also the operating system, and potentially
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any applications building on top of it as at least the operating system will
usually not be identical: diﬀerent drivers may be required to access diﬀerent
hardware components, API’s behave diﬀerently, etc.

6

Comparison of the Strategies

Emulation strategies usually replace one layer in the view-path or add an additional layer as an interface between the emulated view-path and the new underlying layers. This adds complexity to the rendering of a digital object, with
side-eﬀects of the introduction of the new layers having to be considered. For
evaluating the rendering we need to do a comparison between the rendering in
the original view-path and the new view-path to judge where the rendering diﬀers
and if the digital preservation action is useful for the given setting. Any change
in the view-path due to a layer getting obsolete has to lead to a re-evaluation of
the rendering.
For migration the view-path of the digital object stays only the same if the
same application on the same system is used. In every other case the view-path
changes and every lower layer leads to all layers on top of it being changed
as well. Still, as diﬀerent code segments in the same application will be used
to render an object (e.g. a PNG library instead of a JPG library) this should
actually be viewed as using a diﬀerent application to render the object in the
new format, even if the two rendering engines are ”wrapped” as a one single,
unchanged application. The potential side-eﬀect is thus even bigger than when
emulating the original rendering environment of a digital object. To judge if
there are side-eﬀects due to the change in the rendering environment we have
to compare the new rendering to the original rendering, just as we would do
in an emulation setting. As with an emulation action, any change in the new
view-path has to be re-evaluated. We need to keep in mind that it is not enough
to compare the migrated object in the current environment and assume that
the rendering will be the same in a future environment. If the digital object
is migrated while preserving it for the long-term it has to be validated against
the original rendering of the object to be able to make a statement about the
authenticity of the rendering.
As an example for the changes in object format and its inﬂuence on the rendering a document in Microsoft Word for Windows 97-2003 (doc) format was
rendered using both Microsoft Oﬃce 2007 (Figure 4a) and OpenOﬃce 3.4 (Figure 4b), both running on a PC using Windows 7 operating system. While small
diﬀerences in the rendering are visible (e.g. horizontal spacing), the properties of
the document considered signiﬁcant for most settings are unchanged. Next, the
document has been migrated to Microsoft Word for Windows 2007 (docx) format. The document is rendered exactly identical in Microsoft Word 2007, so the
signiﬁcant properties stored in the ﬁle (layout information, content, metadata,
etc.) are still present. However, in OpenOﬃce 3.4 the rendering looks completely
diﬀerent to a state that is unusable for most applications (Figure 4c).
Thus, any object with preservation actions applied, whether emulation or
migration, must be evaluated in the context of its rendering environment, as
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Fig. 4. Snippets of the same layout region of a document in MS Word for Windows 972003 format rendered in MS Oﬃce 2007 (a), OpenOﬃce 3.4 (b) and the same document
migrated to MS Word for Windows 2007 (docx) format rendered in OpenOﬃce 3.4 (c)

changes to signiﬁcant properties may occur that are not properly detectable
from an analysis of the static object properties only.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we showed how the generic view-path for the rendering of a digital
object is composed. We took a look at the diﬀerent levels on which emulation
can be performed and how the digital preservation strategies migration and
emulation on the diﬀerent levels aﬀect the view-path of a digital object. We then
compared the eﬀects of the two strategies and showed that the change in viewpath makes it necessary to take the rendering environment into account when
evaluating any digital preservation action, be it a migration or an emulation
action.
Based on these observations we think that preservation planning strategies
have to be adapted when using migration as a digital preservation strategy.
To ensure an authentic rendering it is necessary to take the target rendering
environment after migration into account. Any change in the target rendering
environment (i.e., a layer in the view-path becoming obsolete) has to lead to a
new preservation planning iteration evaluating the changed environment, even
if the format of the digital object stays unchanged. This makes the evaluation
process for migration strategies essentially identical to the evaluation of emulation strategies. So, after all, it seems that migrations and emulation digital
preservation actions are rather birds of a feather, than two diﬀerent kinds of
beasts.
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